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Summary of Facts and Submissions

I. This decision concerns the appeal filed by the opponent against the decision of the opposition division to reject the opposition against European patent No. 1 629 722.

II. On 5 July 2012, the opponent (hereinafter: "the appellant") filed an appeal and, on the same day, paid the prescribed fee. The statement setting out the grounds of appeal was filed on 11 September 2012.

The appellant requested that the decision under appeal be set aside and the patent be revoked.

III. With letter of 4 April 2013, the proprietor (hereinafter: "the respondent") filed a response to the appeal together with auxiliary requests 1 to 4.

The respondent requested that the appeal be dismissed and the patent be maintained in unamended form or, subsidiarily, according to one of auxiliary requests 1 to 4.

IV. Further observations were filed by the appellant by its letter dated 27 June 2013.

V. On 22 November 2013, the board summoned the parties to oral proceedings and provided its preliminary opinion.

VI. With its letter of 2 January 2014, the respondent stated the following:

"In response to your summons we would like to inform the Board of Appeal that proprietor no longer approves
the text of the patent as granted. Consequently, there is no need for oral proceedings."

VII. On 14 January 2014, the respondent's representative Mr D. Bot informed the registrar of the board that the patent proprietor also withdrew auxiliary requests 1 to 4 filed on 4 April 2013, since it was not interested in the patent any longer.

VIII. On 15 January 2014, the board cancelled the oral proceedings.

Reasons for the Decision

1. The appeal is admissible.

2. Article 113(2) EPC requires that the EPO may decide upon the European patent only in the text submitted to it, or agreed by the proprietor of the patent.

Agreement cannot be held to be given if the proprietor without submitting an amended text, expressly states that he no longer approves the text of the patent as granted or previously amended.

In such a situation a substantive requirement for maintaining the patent is lacking and the proceedings are to be terminated by a decision ordering revocation, without going into the substantive issues (see eg decisions T 73/84, OJ EPO 1985, 241 and T 186/84, OJ EPO 1986, 79).
Order

For these reasons it is decided that:

1. The decision under appeal is set aside.

2. The patent is revoked.
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